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Another Winner For America's Space Program

Gemini Now Fully Operat',jhal,

Crew Changes Spacecr'S Orbit
manned space flights got off to a changed the orbit was performed ship USS Intrepid.
successful start with the launch- by the crew of the Gemini space- When the two astronauts
ing of Astronauts Virgil 1. (Gus) craft. The "'Texas Burn" as it learned that the recovery ship
Grissom and John W. Young on was called, slowe_ velocity would be nearly two hours in
a three-orbit flight of the earth in of the spacecraj_[_e/ 50 feet arriving, they made the decision
their two-man Gemini space- per second ',xll_$anged the to be taken to the carrier by
craft, apogee to _ _¢_tute miles helicopter. Before leaving the

This first Gemini flight, and the p._to {)8.44 statute spacecraft, they removed their
launched from Cape Kennedy, miles, _'R period of 87.7 Gemini pressure suits and made
was designed to validate the minutj_erorbit, the egress in their long white
man-machine relationship and T_ly delay in the count- underclothing.
make !he Gemini program fully do_l__,..a 24 m.inute hold, was When Grissom and Young
operational. A_llr,aetl by a leak m a valve, arrived on the deck of the car-

Later Gemini flights willie spacecraft, nicknamed tier, they had on bathrobes
perfect the rendezvous a_[l "Molly Brown," landed in the which had been provided by the
docking technique that w Atlantic Ocean near Grand Turk Navy.
used in the manned lunar 1

MINUTES BEFOREtlFTOFF--ThisviewofAstronautsJohnW. Young, pilot During the four-hour " ' And Yo g Ha(foreground) and Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom was taken through the window of minute flight, all the '/_P'_ _._e

theopenhatchonthepilot'ssideoftheGT-3spacecraftjustbeforetheobjectiveswerem, Busy Week After Missionhatches were closed. The National Aeronautics and Space Administra- hi-3 pilots ma[

Lion's Gemini flight was successfully launched on a three-orbit mission at spacecraft am leir
9:24 a.m. EST, March 23 from Pad 19 at Cape Kennedy. orbital plane arth, America's newest space tray- two astronauts received a tele-

an achiev_ ;tat l_d never elers were faced with a busy phone call from President John-
before _lished by a week of activities after their son and were given a personal

Astronauts Describe Flight manne m space, highly successful three orbital invitation tocome to the WhiteT launch vehicle, a flight March 23, in the two-man House on Friday, March 26.

At GT-3 Press Conference m ,, booster in- Gemini spacecraft. Tuesday evening after shav-spacecraft into orbit After they were picked up by ing, bathing and getting back into
fixed velocity of the Navy helicopter and ferried civilian garb, the Gemini crew

fhc Gemini-3 astronauts, then Vice President mph. just five minutes to the aircraft carrier USS In- spent a few minutes looking at
Virgil I. IGusl Grissom and These plans were ratifiedby 34 seconds after liftoff, trepid, AstronautsVirgill.(Gus) the spacecraft that had carried
John W. Young held a press Congress that led two uring the first orbit, the space- Grissom and John W. Young them three times around the
conference Thursday. March 25 to the most successful craft had an apogee of 139.15 were given a thorough physical earth earlier in the day.
beginning at about 5:30 p.m.. in the Molly statute miles and a perigee of examination. Grissom retired about 9:30
the Gemini Room of the Car- after the flight, 1 ,,,,' 100.05 miles, with an orbit While they were undergoing
riage House Motel at Cocoa stress again toda_ wOas a period of 88.2 minutes, the examination by doctors, the (Continued on Page 3)
Beach. Fla. very important The

Also located in this room was team made _SA, the m
the(iT-3 news center staffed by' Departmenl and a
NASA people as well as Air wide
Force and Navy information izations 9saythat
people, withir xere a large

Nearly 1,000 nev, s media who had a
representatives from all over the y and I
United States and many foreign just single out a
countries were on hand to report here this afternoon.
lhe flight and to cover the press ere with us is Dr. George
conference of the astronauts, who is responsible for

Participants ;.it the confer total manned spaceflight
in addition to of NASA, and who him-
Young were: Dr. self also carried the program
Seamans, associate management for Gemini. Also,
tor, NASA: Dr.,Robert R. Gil- not here, Dr. Harry Goett, who
ruth, director,. MSCb Christo- is responsible for the direction of
pher (. Kraft Jr,,,tl_sislant di- the Goddard Space Flight
rector lot High/ Operations, Center which handled all of the
MS(': l)r. Kurt H. Debus, di- tracking and data acquisition. It
rector. Kennedy Space (enter: has already been said on my
and Julian Scheer. assistant ad- right. Dr. Robert Gilruth, the
ministrator for Public Affairs, director of the Manned Space-
NASA. craft Center, a person _ho has

The text of the con}_erence very great intuition and wisdom
follows: on things technical as w.ell as a

i)r. Seamans: l.ess than four great understanding of people A CALL FROM THE PRESIDENT--Talking to President Johnson on the shlp-to-shore telephone after recovery

years ago plans were confirmed from the Gemini-3 spacecraft, are Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom (right) and John W. Young. The two

b_¢President Kenned3, and the (Continued 0I_ !Page 2) astronauts were on board the aircraft carrier USS Intrepid after making their three-orbit flight March 23.
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GT-3 Press Conference data from the controlled reentry, training and in our simulation, of gave John a jolt.that is, and that is as you know The booster runs smooth. You Young: Yes, I didn't expect to

(Continued from Page 1) deal of skill and certainly agreat in the ballistic type reentry, you hear very little first stage and see all that red fire coming updeal of skill was demonstrated get about 8-G at peak reentry, there isn't a jiggle or a bump in around the vehicle. The re-

and has a great respect of all by the two astronauts two days With this controlled reentry in the whole first stage flight. At mainder of the flight was very
those in his Center. Also with us ago-Major Grissom and Com- the Gemini, Gus reported to us separation, the sudden drop from smooth. The impressive thing
here at the table, Christopher mander Young. this afternoon that they got about six-G's down to maybe a about the second stage ride
Kraft, who bore the full responsi- Dr. Gilruth: I would just like about 4-G peak during the re- half a G or one G and at that aboard the Gemini launch vehi-
bility for the mission direction to make a very brief statement entry. This is a very significant time we get a fair amount of cle is this steady and slow and
on the day of the flight. Not up here. First, as you all know, this thing and gives some of the old- debris flying around us and flame slowly increase in acceleration,
here with us, 1 would just like to was a very clean flight, and Gus timers like myself maybe a by the spacecraft. 1 sort of
mention George Low, who and John brought back awonder- chance that they will be able to expected this but i think it sort (Continued on Ne.rt Page)

had the program management of ful set of test data on all of the stand the rigorous space travel OpGemini when he was at NASA various systems onboard and on as we get some of these things in MCC-Houston erational
Headquarters and is now the the various maneuvering capa- the future, so 1 think we are all
deputy director of the Manned bilities which they will discuss very happy here and we want to During GT-3 Mission
Spacecraft Center at Houston. with you here. The booster, as get into the reports of the crew
Also, not here with us but carry- you know, was very good and as soon as we can. Thank you.
ing a very great load, Charles the spacecraft was very good. Dr. Debus: I would like very
Mathews who is the project man- There are a number of space much in behalf of all the men
ager at Houston for Gemini. firsts in this flight: such as the and women who work out at the
Gemini was particularly signifi- Texas burn which I am sure Gus Kennedy Space Center at Cape
cant because we are now and John plan to describe along Kennedy and also in behalf of
starting to give the astronauts with the other things they did the community to welcome back
real control in flight. We are and saw. One technical point from the bottom of our hearts
giving them an opportunity to that 1 thought was particularly our outbound traffic. We are
maneuver, to change course and interesting to me and will be to always happy to have them back
to become more independent of many of you, I think, that we can here, where in gravity it is corn-
the ground. This takes a great report without analyzing all the fortable. ! would like to recog-

nize three individuals who have
had a tremendous burden of
responsibility. Col. Jack Albert,
who was responsible to prepare
the Titan booster for its flight.
Assistant director for Space-
craft, John Williams, prepared
and was responsible for the

" performanceof the capsuleand
for the total space vehicle. The HOUSTON CONTROL CENTER--Mission Control Center-Houstonwas in

responsibilityforlaunchprepara- full operation during the GT-3 mission paralleling the actual flight
Lion was G. Merritt Preston. 1 control by Mission Control Center-Cape Kennedy. In a huddle at the
want to thank those individuals Flight Director's console are John Hedge, seated, and Glynn Lunney,
for their splendid job they did. standing left, ca-flight directors, and Joe Roach, assistant flight director.
Thank you very much. The monitoring of GT-3 by the Houston Control Center was aimed

Scheer: 1 think we will carry toward developing operational readiness of the Center by exercising the
on now with Gus giving us a computer programs and the interface of flight control equipment and
recap from the mission with flight controllers.
John adding the levity.
Grissom: This is another one of
those occasions where I don't

mind appearing before the press.
It's a pretty heavy day for John

,_ and I. Two days ago we had
what we think was a highly
successful flight. The spacecraft
performed so well that we really
didn't expect it to be this good
on the first flight because every
system worked just as we had
expected it to work with possibly

GLV REVIEW--The prime crew for the GT-3 mission, Astronaut John W. one exception. John and I felt
Young, pilot, and Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom, command pilot, hold a discus- terrific throughout the whole _.._
sion at the Gemini Launch Vehicle Review Meeting on March 20, with thing. The launch went great and

Astronaut Edward H. White II, pilot for the GT-4 mission.The meeting was the zero G in orbit was just what _/1_.,_.._,
held in the Manned Spacecraft Operations Building, MerriLL Island we expected. We felt great, _1[_ . _2

terrificand lookingforwardto _ ,_ r
LaunchArea. otherandlongerflights.Tostart

out with, right from scratch, I CENTER MEDICAL--Biomedical responses of the GT-3 flight crew are

guess, when John and I started observed at the Flight Surgeon's console in Mission Control Center-
out in the morning. That morn- Houston by Dr. George B. Smith, assistant chief for Flight Medicine,

: ing for breakfast we decided- Center Medical Office, and Dr. Rufus R. Hessberg, assistant chief for
well-we would like to have a Medical Support, Crew SystemsDivision.
few people in to join us and so

we invitedthe operationaltype -4
managers who had the responsi-

:_:.: bility for making the decisions in
_-, _ the past three and four years on II

the Geminiprogram.We invited 11_
people from the McDonnell
Company, from Martin, from
Aerospace, the Air Force and a
good number from NASA, of
course, and John and I thought
we would just like to see how
nervous they are on launch
mornings.

Young: They fulfilled our
every expectation.

PREFLIGHT SIMULATIONS--Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom (right), Grissom: But to get right
command pilot for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's down to boost, the powered
GT-3 flight and Walter M. Schirra Jr., Grissom's backup for the mission, flight was very smooth and
converse during suiting and preflight medical checks in the Pad 16 smoother than we had every FLIGHT CONTROLLERS--Manning the Operations and Procedures con-

Ready Room prior to flight simulations conducted Thursday, March 18, reason to expect and smoother sole in Mission Control Center-Houston were George F. Chandler, left,

in the GT-3 spacecraft on Pad 19. than anything we had seen in our and John H. Temple, both of Flight Control Division.
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GT-3 Press Conference the separation-spacecraft button and off ahead of the spacecraft head back in the cockpit and
and we immediately-I immedi- and out to the side of it for a look at those instruments. Ithink

(Continued.l}'om Pa_,,e 2) the horizon and steered right ately fired the amp firing tremendous distance-I guess, it's the sort of thing that one is
across the horizon to cut off. It thrusters and drove the space- maybe, a 150 yards. It was a really fortunate to get to he able

and when that vehicle pitches was really a beautiful sight, very craft away from the booster. This pretty fascinating phenomenon, to do. I was impressed.
over and reaches the horizon smooth, no sharp movements issortofanew'firstinspacealso. The view out the window was Grissom: Well, to carry on
you know you are really hauling any place and the booster is just We were able to guide ourselves unbelievable. You can't take with the flight-things went verythe mail. allthat Martin advertises it to be.

right on along the track, roll the your eyes away from that win- well and as we expected from
(;rissom: It guides very' nicely (;rissom: At separation, or at spacecraft upright and keep dow the first few seconds of there on across the Canary Is-and very smoothly after separa- SECO. we waited our 20

- right on thrusting with the nose weightless flying. It's incredible, lands. We were busy completing
lion, after staging. We were a seconds and then the computer on the horizon. After that, I There aren't words in the English our post-insertion checklist. And
little bit high on our flight path gave us an answer on whether don't know--do you have any- language to describe the beauty, we'd just passed the Canary
during our first stage of flight we were under speed or over thing else to add to separation'? 1 felt this way during the last part Islands when the first-and I
and so after staging the radio speed. And I've forgotten the Young: No, it was fairly of powered flight. 1 was sup- guess, really, the only failure we
guidance takes over and pitches exact numbers now, but it gave straightforw'ard. There again, posed to monitor the inertial had on the spacecraft occurred
us down to where the nose came us an indication that we were there was a lot of debris came guidance system performance and we lost part of our electrical
down below' the horizon and slightly over speed, but we have around from the booster at but it's really a chore to get your system. But we had a secondary
then as it steered 1 could tell it to burn ten feet per second any- separation. You could see this. - as soon as the spacecraft to go to - we immediately
_as steering out to-the nose way in order to separate from You could see-it looked like a pitches over and you ride on the switched to it and everything
cone steered back tip towards the spacecraft. John punched lot of large flakes of snow dis- horizon, you can't -- it's just

appearing over the spacecraft tremendous effort to get your Continued on Pa_e 4)

Later in the afternoon the
Busy Week two astronauts and their families

led a parade in open convertibles
(Cm_tinued.¢i'om Pa_e 1) from the Cape to the Carriage

p.m. and was tip at 6:40 a.m.,on House Motel Gemini Room in
Wcdne_,day. Young got to bed Cocoa Beach for a 5:30 p.m.
about I I p.m. and was up at meeting with the press.
6:3(Ia.m. On Friday the astronauts and

Both consumed a breakfast of their families flew to Washing-
milk, apple juice, coffee, eggs. ton, D. (27., to meet with Presi-
sausage, and toast. Most of the dent Johnson. Aftera30-minute
day Wednesday was spent in parade upPennsylvaniaAvenue,
debriefing sessions, the tw'o were presented NASA

Wednesday evening the two distinguished service medals by
astronauts addressed the trey, the President.

of the USS Intrepid and thanked Friday night the astronauts
them for their part in the re- and their families flew back to
coverv. Cocoa Beach for the weekend.

Early on Thursday', March 25, On Monday a ticker tape
Grissom and Young along with parade was held in New, York
other people on board the air- City for the two space travelers.
craft carrier, were flown to the Tuesday another parade ,,,,'as
Cape Kennedy skid strip in held for the astronauts and their
Navy aircraft, families in Chicago.

After meeting their parents Wednesday was homecoming
and the press at the skid strip, day for the astronauts. They
Ihc [',_,t) (icmmi crc_lnen went arrived at Houston's lnterna- g
to the Bio-AstronauticsSupport tional Airport in the afternoon _9"'
Area (BASU) at Cape Kennedy where a special reception await-
where they were greetedby edthem.
their wivesand children.Then Plans are underway for a
more physical examinations welcoming ceremony at the
were the order of the day for the Manned Spacecraft Center for
two. the Gemini pilots. CAPE KENNEDY MISSION CONTROL--The flight controllers are shown at their consoles in the Mission Control

Center during GT-3 flight simulations. In the background is the animated display map of the Gemini-3 orbital
track as seen from the viewing room at the rear of the Control Center.
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EARTH PHOTOS--GT-3 Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grlssom (left) and John

W. Young, examine some of the negatives they took on their three-orbit

flight March 23. Shown at right are some of the photos taken by onboard
cameras.
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GT-3 Press Conference v 96 feet per second-which is heads down which is a max-lift were about 60 miles short. And
what we were shooting for-and position for the spacecraft and, as cross range errors zeroed out,

we got one very good picture of the time and our computer came as we keep coming on down, the then ! went to the max-lift posi-
(ContinuedJ?om Paj,,e 3) Bermuda. As you know, most of out together, indicating that the Cape at this time computed the tion which is pure heads down

the world was covered with computer was keeping track and bank angle time to use, in case and held that attitude the rest of
was normal and so we had no clouds and so we really got to navigating properly. As we came the computer or the guide re- the way in. My computer indi-
more problems in that area. see very little of the land masses up to retrofire, at minus one entry didn't work. And passed cared from then on in that we
About the next big event that around the world. We saw' some minute to retrofire, we have to up a bank angle of 45 degrees were 60, 5(1 to 60 miles short
really took place was our first of North Africa and some of get rid of this section of the left to hold and a reverse bank and we were not correcting this
OAMS burn over Texas. And, Mexico and the very southern spacecraft back here-from this angle time of II minutes and six out. As it turned out this was
again, this was very straight- part of California-but the rest point on back -the retrorockets seconds after retrofire. The exactly right. When we stopped
forward maneuver. We've done of it was covered with high sirrus are in a package here. I can't scheme we were using to decide . . . when the computer stopped
it many times in the simulator, and low clouds. But John did get take this one ,apart--it doesn't whether the computer was work- guiding at 8(t,000 feet, it was
The procedures are simple--all some very spectacular pictures come apart -- but the retro ing or not, I'd hold this bank still indicating that we were on
we do is turn on the OAMS -only a few-but each one that rockets are in here. angle that the ground had called track but about 5(1 to 60 miles

maneuvering attitude system he took was very good quality. Young: The real one does. up to me rather than flying the short. Now,, John, maybe you
and pull out the throttle I have Young: Pure luck. That's one of the things we angles--rather than fly the bank would like to describe some of
on the left side, put the nose on Grissom: Let's see, the things proved, that the computer was telling me the things we saw on reentry.
the horizon, and start thrusting. -we went on to-- Grlssom: But that was one of to fly. Then if my computerindi- Young: Well, I don't know if
With the control system we Young: Eat. the big milestones we had to get cated that a cross range error any of you have seen the pic-
have, the spacecraft is very (;rissom: Eat. OK. John can to--There's a charge all around was being cancelled out that 1 tures of GT-2 out-the-window in
stable, it's easy to hold the exact tell you all about eating. He's this thing that blows it off. And was starting to guide, then 1 colored film, but that's exactly
attitude I wanted and, belbre- the cook on board and prepared when this thing fires, there's no would believe the computer and how' the reentry looked. It's

hand, the computer had been all the food- he did an excellent doubt in your mind that it's gone fly the computer the rest of the difficult to describe the colors,
updated with the proper Delta job, 1 might add. because you see little pieces of way in. And this is exactly what the first thing that you know--
V to take out of the flight, actu- Young: Well, there's no prob- metal flake around and you get happened. As. we came on in, }'ou notice at about six, six and
ally, to btun. And this came up lemto eating in zero G, as every- quite a boot in the tail, to let you heads down, with only a 45 one half minutes after retrofire
on the computer as we expected body might suspect. We have a know that it fired off. You can degree left bank the cross on your reentry the series of sort
and we were able to burn this specially packaged food. It's hear the pyros go and there's no ranger zeroed out. my down
right on down in very nearly the dehydrated food and you recon- doubt in your mind that your range error indicated that we 'Contimu,d on Next Pa,,,e_
exact time that we expected to stitute it by' putting water into tetra rockets are clear and read}'
use to do this. The burn was a the package and kneadingit w'ith to fire. --"'-
48-foot per second burn-I've your fingers. On that flight, we Grissom: And as we got down _1
forgotten now many seconds it had applesauce, grapefruit juice, closer to retrofire, we armed the
took now chicken bites-which are bite- retro rockets, and held a retro-

_'oung: 114. sized cubes of food - and fire attitude on our gyro and
(;rissom: John was doing the brownies. And, of course, the cross-checked it out the window.

counting on the burn. purpose of-the brownies are Grissom: Did I lose my'retro- _.
Young,: One minute, 14 sec- the best tasting thing in the flight rockets'? No, it won't.

ands-74 seconds. -what we were trying to check Grlssom: Well anyway, we -
(;rissom: This was the biggest here w'as w'hether or not these went ahead and did a retrofire %_ ,4_

k:-really-a big event to us to use packages would leak water into very similar to the ones we did tP
those forw'ard firing thrusters the spacecraft during the flight, on Mercury and it looked very
and drop our-change our orbit You see, water aboard a space- similar to the one 1 did on Red-
from-I believe it was 87/140-- craft in zero G is always a prob- stone about four years ago.

right, Chris? lem because, if it gets around Immediately got the sensation
Kraft: 87/125. and starts leaking all over the that reversed direction and
(;fissure: 87/125'? OK. And place in zero G, this water headed in the opposite direction

then drop it to a 90 average. I would crawl all over everything that the tetras fire. All four of
guess, tip to this time. there had and tend to short out your elec- them fired pretty well on time.
been some discussion about a trical connectors. Of course, we There was aslight pausebetween

slight yaw drift we had in the have about a 100,000 splices in the second and third, probably
spacecraft. That was no real a spacecraft like the Gemini-all on the order of a second or less,
difficulty-it was a little" bother- well insulated, I'm told. But we but it seemed like a long time to
some, since l wasn't initially found no problem with recon- me at that point.
able to determine what caused it. stituting the food. the packaging Young: 1 want to say here that
But now v,e feel it was the w'ater was adequate, the --after you eat the toughest task in the Astro-
boiler that hadn't finished work- the food, you put a germicide naut business is holding a steady
ing-and it was spilling water- tablet in it to keep it from devel- retrofire, and Gus held that
and giving just enough thrust to aping gas, which it would in a retrofire within one degree,
keep me drifting around the semi-closed system andeventu- which is phenomenal. Hedoesn't
horizon in yaw. ally blow the package apart. The usually do that good in training.

Youne.: Speaking of the w'ater water system on the spacecraft (;rissom: You can tell why" he
boiler, the reason that this yaw worked, as well as the waste was watching that time, anyway.
drift stopped was that about 37 system on the spacecraft. We When the retros fired, we sepa-
minutes after launch, we went feel that this proved that you can rated the retro package and MORNING OF LAUNCH--Astronaut John W. Young, followed by Virgil I.
for the first time in space flight live aboard the Gemini space- again you could . . . we could (Gus) Grissomwalks upthe ramp to the elevator that will take them to the

on the space radiator and craft for extended periods of hear it go offand a little bit later white room atop the Gemini launch vehicle on the morning of March 2"I.
stopped using urn" water boiler, time, doing the normal process we saw, it. But, l would describe <-'
This is a most significant first in that a human being has to do to it later if 1 don't forget. Then we
space flight. This space radiator stay alive, end up with a spacecraft just like !
enables us to keep both our- Grissom: OK. 1 guess, to get this at the time we were heads
selves and the equipment cool. on with the restoftheflight--we down. I don't know' if you can
by' using coolant pumps and con- performed some control mode see the little window, s up here or
dueling the heal away and vent- checks and a few things that not, but at that time we are about
ing it into space. This is really- were just to get data on how the this attitude flying this direction
for people that aren't familiar systems worked. The next big after we completed retrofire.
with this kind of work, this is thing--the next important part From there on we got Out to our
really a significant first for space of the mission was the con- control or guided reentry and
flight. And it worked perfectly trolled retrofire and the con- rolled up-side-down so that we
throughout the mission. It kept trolled reentry. And we got set were flying heads down and with _ ;

us cool and it kept the equip- up for this coming over the Aus- this nose setting just about on 1Lment cool and it kept the things tralian station and went through the horizon. It's easy to see and
warm that we have to keep a pre-retro checklist and starting easy to control attitude looking
warm. Not us. just 12minutespriortoretrotime out the window. Of course we

(;rissom: Now, let's see. just as we came in sight of have our eight ball gyro inside to
Where do we go from here. Hawaii, we started our last control our bank pitch and yaw
Where did we go from there'? OAMS burn-our OAMS to attitude also. And we come on in
After the burn--let's see that reduce our orbit from an average and starting about four minutes
was on the- 90-mileorbittoa45-mileorbit- after retrofire time we're down LAUGH BEFORE Lll:TOl::l:--Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grlssom (left1 and

Young: We took a picture of a 40-mile perigee. And again the to 400,000 feet which is the time John W. Young have a good laugh on the morning of the GT-3 mission.
Bermuda, I think, burn went off perfectly. We had that we start getting indication Astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr., command pilot for the backup crew

Grissom: That's right. As we no problems there. The time-- on our computer that we are greeted the two GT-3 crew members dressed in an old and somewhat
came on across the States, why, we've computed the time it going to get guidance. The cam- battered training suit and told them, "In case either one of you don't
John saw Bermuda clearly and should take to change our Delta puter at this time tells us to roll want to go this morning, I'm your backup."
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GT-3 Press Conference Grisson: Oh, yes indeed. I the flight that was at fault. Can v_.ant to check the computationshave some friends sitting over you clear this up for us'? on the ground to make sure they
((',mtima'd.lkom Pa_,e 4_ and 1 both hit the windshield, here. l'd like to introduce my Grissom: No.l don't think we were accurate. There are a great

And on my side there is a little wife. Betty, who has been intro- can say that at this time. There number of things that have to be

of a quiet orange haze that knob that sticks up 'Lhat we duced here before, the two boys. are several things that could be done yet. But this is an area that
envelops the spacecraft and this fasten the reticle to and it Scott and Mark, would you at fault oravariety'ofthings. We we will be working on hard to
haze layer increases and changes knocked a hole in my face plate stand up. And then two other are still not absolutely sure of clear up in the next few' days.

and put abig scratch on John's. people that sweated it out are the Delta V we got out of the Question: Gus, rightly or
color to a dark green, it's a "_er,,,' but didn't break his. "[his was my mother and father sitting retrorockets over - at retrofire, wrongly you have been par-beautiful thing. And then orange
sparks ablative material start the biggest surprise to me in the back there in the second row, We've got to confirm w.hat Delta trayed as introverted and shy

whole day.'. 1 thought for aminute Morn and Dad would you stand V we got out of our last OAMS and sometimes downright moodyflying forward and all the time
this ionized layer is being pro- that the chute was gone. up too. please. John 1'II let you burn over Hawaii. We want to among the astronaut team, cam-

Young,: At a three-point atti- introduce your family, take a look at what the CG pared to some of the others over
jetted behind the spacecraft, rude you can still see the chute, Young: Well. this is my wife, <center of Gravity)position is on here. Busedonyourperformancelooking out the window you can
see the horizon. At one point and reassure yourself right Barbara, would you stand up, the spacecraft to see if that has here at the news conference,
there, I remember seeing, over away. please, my son, John and my shifted and maybe we weren't does this indicate that space
Florida, I could see the path that Grissom: But the chute was daughter, Sandy'. real interesting getting the lilt we expected. 1
we'd come down on and it was normal, the rate of descent on group, think ,ae want to take . . . _e (Continued on Pak, e _)

a long funnel-shaped path you thechutev, as 30 feet per second, Grissom: And speaking of
the landing in the water was John's family,l hope that every- .i;

can see that this inoized layer softer than the hmding we had in body had the chickenpox.
persists, which you couldn't see
in the movies. It per,,h, ted to a Mercury. After we were out of Young,: He's not in the conta-
long funnel-shaped rounded the _ater, our first report v,hen giousstage. Here're some people

,ae 'acre coming dov*n in the that I'm very proud of, my
layer. You could see the space- chute, v.as that we w'ere only mother and father. Mr. and Mrs.
craf! coming down. you could fixe miles from the carrier so Young, and Barbara's mother
detect the oscillations from on- ,ahen we were on the water, we and father. Mr. and Mrs. White.

board, and 1 ,aant to say thai decided in the pressure suits, Seheer: Will we start the
they.' were very mild oscillations, since we would only be a few questions and answers now andThe thing is dynamically as sta- +
ble as it can be. (_ius was holding minutes before being picked up. if you will stand up and wait for
the lift-vector at full lifl. I _.anl Well then our next report ,aas a microphone 1 think it will help

that x_ewere Ss milesfrom the everyone and then be recog- _, .
to emphasize that the whole re- -- - _1
entry was floun properly. The carrier and so shortly' thereafter nized. Chuck

.
one thing thai was different from we decided to take off our pres- Question: John and Gus you
Gemini "l'itan II was that. on sure suits, we ,acre getting quite have described this trip as a very

the reentry following us in at v,arm at this time and the space- routine and very enjoyable trip.
about 1 guess maybe halfa mile craft is very stabile in the. air. but 1 wonder it" you could tell us
or maybe a mile v,e looked up not in the ,aater. And not w'hat is next for you in the space- _ ,_
and could see the retropack and being a sailor like John. why, 1 flight program and what you _..,
as it came on in it ablated and had to use one of the bags ,ae hope is next for you.
the four retrorockets turned had on board. &nswer(Grissom): Rightnow'

into us as they disappeared in a "fuunu,: The world will never we have been tied up with this _i-'_'+l_
complete buff of ionization. Just kno_ how close 1 came. flight. 24 hours a day for ahnost
exactly like a contrail dis- (;rissom: This hit me rather the past year. Immediately, 1
appeared into a whisp of air. It rapidly and l tossed it al[ up and knov, that we have to get out a _ -
was some sight, very impressive, felt line after that. But after that report and hope to get a few _ _

we got out of the pressure suits day's off and go skiing or some- _'_ _o
(;rissonn: You could see the and by this time the frog men thing.'ahole retropack burning up as

it came in right behind us. it was v,ere in the area. they.' had Bill Hines (Question): Gus.
something, strung the flotation from the you said that the computer seem

YOnllld,: YOU could see the flotation collar on the spacecraft to be working properly' and you _ a
horizon all thi,_ time. and you and 'ae opened the hatch and we were doing what you were told SUIT TECHNICIANS Radiation film packs for the astronauts suits on
had a tremendons lield of '_iew. _et-e much cooler and felt much to do on the ground, yet you the C,,T-3mission ore examined by AI M. Rochford (left) and Joe Schmitt,

better then. I think that maybe missed your landing point by 60 suit technicians from the Crew Systems Division, Manned Spacecraft
(;rissom: Do }all think there

_e made a mistake in nm getting miles, this would seem to leave Center. Four of the packs were placed in each flight suit to measure any
is anylhing else ,ae ought to

off the pressure suits sooner the spacecraft as the element in radiation that the astronauts may encounter in space.
co_er on the flight'.' 1 hat we because it t_otquite hot and builtskipped. ()kay. well ah. as v,'e +
came on down through 50,000 up quite a heat load. After wehad the suits off, I got word that _,llb
feet l cnlployed the drogue it v,ould be an hour and a half
chute and this seemed to ,,tabi- before the carrier x_c,uld be

li/ethespacecraft._e_erevery along side, so _e elected to get
stable. lhc spacecraft ,,,,as very out on one of the rafts that one
stable prior to this time. _e de-

of the frogmen had alongside
played the drogue chute, it there and pick us up and take us
started picking up ,,light estella-
lion. it Seclned to be increasing to the carrier. Anybody
so 1 had ,Iohn turn the control have anything else tn add. Oh,

system hack on. Previous to that's right, when we hit the
thal, I had had him turn it off _ater. I had to jettison tbe para-
and he turned it back on. This chute manually, so we hit the

_ater, 1 ,a.as v,aiting to bouncestablizcd it out and _c turned

the control system off again. As back up to the surface before 1
v_e came on down to I().60t) feet got rid at" the chute and we didn't

bounce back up to the surface
and deploy, the main parachute x_e saw nothing but green water
which came on OUt normally just across the windshields and nor-
as _e expected. It canle Otlt in a
recfedpositionforeiehtscconds, malls, I expect to see greenwater over John's because the

10,,cconds. and deployed in it,, spacecraft rolls slightly.' to thefull open position. There were
no hole,, in it. no tears in it. it 'a as right. So in about just a very. few

a perfect, heautiful chute. Really seconds 1 punched off"the para-chute and ,ae immediately
beautifulthmg, popped to the sud'ace and the

_t)tnnt_: Stnc ,.,,as. chute v, as, we had about 20
(;riss,nt: Then. right after knots of 'Mnd blowing the

that the only real surpri,_e _ae chute was evidently still inflated
hadonlhev, hole flight v,hen'ae, and _as dragging through the
as this thingis comingdownat water in a nose do,an position ./
this attitude and then ',',e go to a and submarined us slightly, l "J-
three-point hmdmg attitude like guess, We got no water in the MISSION REVIEW Crew members for the GT-3 mission go over the mop of the orbital track with Donald K.
this for a hmding in the 'o,'tlter spacecraft. _e heard no .gurgling Slayton, assistantdirector for Flight Crew Operations, Manned Spacecraft Center. Shown(I. to r.) ore: Astro-
with the chute hanging up over and we feh very comfor'table, nauts John W. Young, pilot; Slayton; Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom, command pilot; and ThomasP. Stafford, pilot for
like this. But v, hen I _ent to the ._eamans: Before you Marl the backup crew. The group got together at the GT-3 Mission Review Meeting Saturday, March 20 in the
three point attitude this thing answering questions, yOU might Manned Spacecraft Operations Building on Merritt Island. Items covered at the review included: mission
flops down very hard and .Iohn like to introduce your families, description, spacecraft, launch vehicle, experiments, world-wide tracking network, recovery, and the weather.
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Builds Digital Data Handling Systems

Radiation Inc. Plays Vital Role In NASA's Global Network
A young and fast growing Buffer ITOB, used in SCATS

company, Radiation lncorpo- tSimulated Checkout and Train-
rated, founded in 1950 at the ing); and m the laboratories of
dawn of the space age, has de- the Electronic S}stems Test
signed and built many prime Facility _ESTF). Other systems
equipments employed here at and subsystems designed and _
the Manned Spacecraft ('enter buill by Radiation Incorporated
and throughout NASA's global can be found throughout the

tracking and command net_ork. NASA Gemini and Apollo _,,r.t" _1_.. _" ....... "
These advanced digital data global tracking network

handling systems provide the To accurately and reliabl 5
NASA manned space flight proj- command and control capsule
ects _ith a v_.tstly improved s,/stem functions during orbit.
command capability' when corn- Radiation's versatile computer-
pared with the limited go/no-go driven Master Digital Command
tone control system used in Systems will receive, store.
Pr_iect Mercury. check and transmit real-time and

A major producer of telem- command data to remote sites
etering, telecommunications, around the world. While both
digital control, and information units can be used for operational
handling systems, the Florida- missions, normally one MDCS
bred firm produced the twin is used as the master unit with
Master Digital ('ommand Sys- the companion system acting as
tems IN'IDCS) which will play a the slave. RADIATION, INC. HQ. Sprawling facilities of Radiation Incorporated are located in Palm Bay, Fla., on
commanding role in the Gemini The MDCShasanon-destruc- Florida's east coast midway between Jacksonville and Miami. In these quarters, twenty-two hundred scientists,
manned space flights to be di- five core memory sk'stem of engineers and skilled personnel build advanced telecommunications and information handling systems.

retted from the Mission Control 1,024 sixty-bit words. It oper- islands of the Eastern Test counters. Units at the ('ape cept on all MI)('S and 1)('S
('enter, here in Houston: the ares at a 200 cps data bit-rate. Range (Grand Bahama. Grand Kennedy ('ontrol ('enter are units. Standard I" x IVs" digital
Digital ('ommand Systems Commands emanating from Turk, and Antigua) and to the also configured to perform its logic modules are asscmblcd in
(DCS) and Telemetry Output the M DCS are transmitted over Cat_e Kennedy launch site are backup radio guidance link_ a "'building-block'" conliguration

high-speed land lines and high routed by a unique system, des- during the boost phase. The that pro\idc_ ca%. acces_ to
frequency radio links to stations ignated Data Router trod Error D('S systems are under the module,,.tc,,t point>,, ands._stem
;.it Corpus Christi, Texas, Ber- Detector (DREDL developed technical supervision, operation wiring.
muda, Cape Kennedy, or to any by Radiation Incorporated. and maintenance of the NASA The component interconnec-
or all of the nine Digital Com- DRED is employed to check. Goddard Space Flight (enter. /ion_ s_ithin /he modules are
mand Systems strategically' Io- resynchronize, and route coil]- The DCS are designed to welded. lhc assembly is then
cated worldwide, mand data to the DRULSatthe provide redundant transmission tran_ler molded in epoxy. Mod-

The Corpus Christi and Ber- island sites for uplinking to paths, plus multiple parity and ules mate _ith panel-mounted
muda stations and three islands spacecraft. Essentially a big validity checks on all data to connector blocks _hich are
of the Air Force Eastern Test svAtch with two inputs and one insure accurate transmittal and wire-_rap interconnected. fhc
Range are real-time sites. Serial output, the Radiation system is receipt. There are three basic combination ofv_elded and wire-
digital data received by these also the routing interface for ground data checks before trans- wrap connection techniques its-
locations are processed, commands initiated in the Cape mission, plus a fourth in the sates a greater degree of relia-
checked, and modulated by Kennedy Control Center. flight loop. bility than other connection
Radiation-built Down Range The nine Radiation-built Digi- A non-destructive core mere- methods. lhc panels motllll into
Up-Link Systems (DRUL) for tal Command Systems of the ory system is used x_.hich has vertical slide drawers, each
subsequent transmission in real- NASA global tracking net,_.ork 512 by forty-bit word capacity', drawer acconlmodating up to
time. Transmissions from Hous- play key roles in the command Hov,..ever. for the GEMINI pro- g00 modules. Approximately
ton are timed to coincide with system. Somewhat similar to the gram, only 364 command _.ords 200.000 modules are u,,ed for
the orbits of a spacecraft over larger master units here at MSC, are implemented. This total will the nine 1)( S and l_o MI)CS.

DR.J. A. BOYD these sites, the DCS units receive, store and exceed GEMINI command re- I-e_ companies arc on it par
President, Radiation Inc. Commands sent to the three transmit both real-time and pro- quirements considerably. The with Radiation'_ _ide range of

grammed command data to memory can be easily expanded equipments de,,igncd and fabri
spacecraft in flight, to 1,024 sixty-bit words for cated for N.\SA's manned _pacc

In addition to command data, APOLLO Programs which may flight programs.
the DCS is also used to handle be considerably more complex In addition to the Ml)('Sand
transmission of velocimeter and than those for GEMINI. DCS %'stems. the}, include
several clock-time functions to Radiation has used a rune- Telemetry Output l_,tl'fcrs
correct or update on-board tional modular packaging con- tContinm'doH Next I'a._,,e)

/

AFETR ANTENNA--This giant 85-foot antenna system is located at APOLLO TESTING SYSTEM--Data handling systems designed by Radiation Incorporated are used to perform

Grand Bahama Island on the Air Force Eastern Test Range. An identical pre-flight telemetry checkout on APOLLO spacecraft and SATURN-II boosters at North American Aviation,
system at Pt. Mugu, Calif. also built by Radiation, received "live" TV Downey, Calif. The APOLLOtesting systemis shown in the photo above. Information processedby these systemsis
pictures of the TokyoOlympicsvia SymcomIII. fed into the extensivecomputing facilities at MSC for reduction and analysis.
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DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM--Command and Control data can be
actuated by nine Digital Command Systems, strategically located
throughout the NASA network. Similar to the master consoles at MSC,

these advanced systemsreceive, store, check and transmit digital data to
spacecraft in flight.

LEM LANDING TEST--Frank Stafford (left) prepares a one-sixth scale model of the lunar excursion module

(LEM) landing gear for an impact test, while David Brown examines data on drop simulated computer. Bothk , • _ engineers are members of the Landing Technology Branch, Structures and Mechanics Division.

Simulated LEM l,unar l,anding Tests
Study Possible Stability, Impact Problems

Its rocket motor silent, a lunar Although two astronauts are is followed for the I.EM, its
excursion module falls toward a not scheduled to make that land- descent velocity and the physi-
crater dotted slope on the lunar ing until later in the decade, the cal properties of its landing gear
surface. The long landing gear lunar surfaces at MSC are and engine skirt. This informa-
strikes the surface and one gear simulated by computer and scale tion is given to personnel of the
slides into a small crater. An models to stud}." stability and Computation and Analysis Divi-
engine skirt crumples slightly as impact problems which could sion to program into a computer.
it comes in contact with the occur on a lunar landing. Impact data, gross stability,
crater edge, and the craft begins Two parallel studies are being acceleration, and stroke of the
to rear up like a wild stallion, runbyStructuresand Mechanics landing gear are recorded as the

Finallythe feeble lunar gravity Division engineers to cover a 60 lb. model lands on the mason-
pulls the craftback tothe surface variety of landing conditions, ite table top.
and a safe landing is accom- Another study by Advanced The table landings do not

AIRCRAFTDfSPLAYUNIT--Advanced display system used by the Federal plished. Is this the first manned Spacecraft Technology Division provide the rugged terrain and
Aviation Agency (F.A.A.) to study air traffic jams of the future is charac- landing on the moon? It could has been completed, crater holes which can be dupli-
teristic of the wide technological scope of programs at Radiation In- be, but the landing described Dave Brown, an engineer in cated by the computer. How-
corporated, Melbourne, Fla. above was performed by amodel Landing Technology Branch is ever. the actual drop verifies the

attheMannedSpacecraftCenter, conducting one study which uses data developed in the computer
((o;;tit;;.'d/_o;;; I'avc6) APOI.I.(-) and SATLRN S-II a computer to draw three dimen- program.

tT()B), inlcrfacing units in the pre-flight telemetry checkout: systems and products for the sional animated pictures of a Before the LEM has made its
I)igital(ommand S_,,,,tcmtrack shipboard and fixed site antenna' fields of telemetry, communica LEM landing on the lunar sur- first test flight, animated draw-
ing site,,: ('ommand Simulator,,: tracking systems: and various lions, data processing, instru- face. ings and scale models are being
test de\ices v, hich simulatc data other hnportant data handling mentation, antennas and radio The description of the surface flown by MSC engineers to lay
normally stored in a I)( S for syslemsand subsystems, frequency, supervisory control on which the LEM landing will down the ground rules forasafe
prc-llight checkout of capsule Radiation Incorporated. Flor- and special test apparatus, take place is reduced to mathe- landing on the surface of the
instrunlcnl,_: I itan I [-I [ [ and ida's largest all-electronics cam- Facilities also include the largest matical terms. The same process moon.
.\P()[ I () I }5,1 airborne and pan_,,, is located on the east coast integrated microcircuit opera-
ground P(.\I lclcmctry s,vslcms: at" the Peninsula state rnid\_ay lion in the Southeastern United Tonight Through Sunday Noon

Sc,ics ¢,_,11I'( M Data Process- betv, een.lacksonGlle and Miami. States. a fully augmented en- Research Seminar To Be  . Held
ing S,,,,tcm for Mcl)onncll .-\Jr a l'ev, miles south of Cape Ken- vironmental testing facility and a

c,aft: I'(M acqt,i.,ition and ned5 and the AFETR. Radar Reflectivity Range. A For Reserve Military At Center,,tared plogram I)ecommut,'ttion There, in a nine-building wholly-oxvned subsidiary, Ra-
Systcm,,forthc .\P()I.I.()A(E 350.000 sq. ft. complex. 220ll diation Service Company, in- The Naval Reserve Research and "MII be followed by a tour of
neD._.ork: conlplcx, computer- scientists, engineers and skilled stalls, maintains and operates Third .Annual NASA-MSC MSC's Buildings 3(l, 7, 32, and
controlled l)ata Acquisilionand craftsmen design, de,,elop and electrical systems throughout Seminar designed to give the 29. Saturday's speakers include
Processing Systems for manufacturead,,ancedelectronic the ,a.orld. scientific and technical members Dr. Joseph F. Shea, manager,

__ _._-_:-___--___ _ of the Armed Services an in- Apollo Spacecraft Program
sight into the Nation's space Office, %atpollo Program Sta-
program, will be held here at the tus:" Dr. R. C. Duncan, chief.
Manned Spacecraft Center this Guidance and Control Division.
weekend. "Apollo Guidance and Con-

All active duty and reserve trol:" and Aleck C. Bond,
military at MSC or with MSC manager of Systems Test and
contractors are invited to attend Evaluations, "MSC Test Facili-
the Saturday and Sunday ses- ties." All are from blSC.
sions. For those attending, Sunday morning the group
winter dress uniform and ID will hear addresses by a repre-
card will be required for admit- sentative of the Astronaut
tance. Officeon "'Astronaut Training:"

The first session begins at 8 Christopher C. Kraft Jr., assist-
o'clock tonight at the Burke ant director l'or Flight Opera-

_-,.,__ Baker Planetarium in Houston tions, bdSC. "'Spacecraft Land-
where a star pattern simulation ing Systems and Recovery Tech-
for manned space flight will be niques:'" Brig. Gen. Russell F.
presented the group by Dr. Tom Guski, Air Force Reserve, com-
E. Pulley', director of the mander, 446th Troop Carrier

DIGITAL DATA HANDLING SYSTEM--Real-time and programmed commands can be directed to any site in planetarium. Wing at Ellington AFB."Space-
NASA's global tracking and comn_andnetwork employing the Radiation-designed Master Digital Command Saturday's sessions will be craft Drop Testing:" and Ad-
System. Incorporating the latest industrial design techniques, the MDSC console features color coding and held in the Building 1 Audi- miral J. K. l,eydon, chief of
functional groupings designed to hike operator efficiency. Two of the large functionally designed digital toriurh here at the Center and Naval Research, Washington,
data handling systemsare installed in the Mission Control Center at MSC. will run from 8 a.m. to I p.m., D.('.
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The SPACE NEWS ROUNDUP, an official publication of the Vice President At Cape For GT-3 Launch
Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Houston, Texas, is published for MSC personnel :iv
by the Public Affairs Office.

Director .............. Robert R. Gilruth
Public Affairs Officer ........... Paul Haney
Editor ............... Milton E. Reim

Staff Photographer ......... A. "Pat" Patnesky

Welcome Aboard
Sixteen newemployeesjoined sion: Harold E. Carda.

the Manned Spacecraft Center Structures and Mechanics
during the last reporting period. Division: William R. Bromby.

Assistant Director for Flight
Public Affairs Office: Janet Operations: Judy L. West.

M. Jacob. Flight Control Division: Jay
Procurement and Contracts H. Greene.

Division: l.ynda D. Bravenec. Landing and Recovery Divi-
Facilities Division: I)eanna sion: Marilyn k. Hartman.

J. Darling and Norma I.. Scott. Flight Support Division:
Fliaht Crew Support Divi- lJoyd R. Erickson and Weldon

sion: Keith L. ,lurdan. _. l,ee. ._Crew Systems 1)ivision: (;emini Program Office:
James A. ('rawford. James W. Campbell.

Conlputation and Analysis White Sands Operations (Las
l)ivision: Byron White. ('ruses, N. IVI.}: James H. t.

(;uidance and Control Divi- Kesinger DISTINGUISHEDVISITOR--The Vice President of the United States,Hubert H. Humphrey (center) visited Cape
Kennedy and witnessed the launchlng of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's GT-3 mission

I on March 23. Shown (I. to r.) are Dr. Edward C. Welch, executive secretary, National Aeronautics and SpaceSpace News Of Five Years Ago Council; Dr. Robert C. Seamans, associate administrator, NASA; Humphrey; and Rear Admiral Ben W. Sarver,
recovery commander, Task Force 140.

April 5, l.q{10-The Space nel at the Langley Research
Task Group notified the Ames Center were completed, had a chance to see it we were threw the reentry communica- any weight in this flight do you
Research (enter that prelimi- busy doing a horizon scan mode tions switch. I understand that think'? Either you or John.
nary planning for the modifica- April S, 1960- Construction check. ,And we were facing the some signal was received and 1 (,rissam: We were a little bit
tion of the Mercury spacecraft of tin altitude facility chamber to wrong direction, do not know the intensity of the dehydrated when v,c gut out so
to accomplish controlled re- simulate space environment was Question: Was there hesi- signal. I anticipate that this will we probably did lose some
entry had begun, and Ames was completed in Hangar S at Cape tancy between you when you be a successful method someday weight, I'm mtt sure hov, much
invited to participate in the Canaveral. The facility w'as for just answered that'? of reentry communications dur- if any.
study'. Preliminary specifica- spacecraft checkout and astro- Grissom: 1 was just waiting ing the blackout phase. This is Question: I want to empha-
tions l\n" the modified space- naut training, for John to answ'er, pretty important to us. size . . .
craft wereto be ready bythe end April 12, 1960-The first Young: He's givi,ng me aturn. Question: I also wanted to (;rissont: Two and three-
of the month. This program was production model of a McDon- Question: Would you des- ask Gus which flight you en- fourths pounds l'm told I lost.
later termed Mercury Mark II nell-built Mercury spacecraft cribe your maneuver on the joyed most'? Youna: The _eight lose _as
and eventually Project Gemini. was delivered to NASA. second orbit please? 1 think you Grissom: 1 definitely enjoyed after we got in the water.

April 6, l.q60-Four Saturn April 15, 1960-Qualification skipped that when you went this one most. It was longer. (;rissam:Youthinksohuh...
first stage engines were success- tests w'ere begun on the Mercury through the flight plan'? Question: John, would you Young: I'm convinced of it.
fully tested at Huntsville, Ala. spacecraft posigrade rockets and Grissom: This is the out-of- tell us how' you slipped the (;rissom: It was a small bag.

April 7, l.q{i0-Abhttion tests the retrorockets. One of the plane translation. Well. it was baloney' sandwich aboard and
on nine Mercury heat shield main purposes of the latter tests done on the night side. But other what Gus said when you offered Yount_: There in no doubtabout it. Wc got up to 95 ° in the
models in the subsonic arc tun- were to develop a better igniter, than that it was a routine and it to him'? And what became of capsttle and _e v.ere reall.,,

someoftheotherwejustplotted the sandwich? sweating in the capsule before
GT-3 Press Conference the spacecraft 90° to our flight Young: How' did you find out ue took our pressure suits off.

path and thrusted for 10 It. about that? (laughter)... He ate We waited too long to do that.
(Cot_timwd.l)om Pave 5) Crissom: 1 still maintain the per second then 1 thrusted aft. the sandwich. We should have taken thcm off

only' thing 1 envy in the Russian that was forw'ard 10 ft. per Question: Can we expect to immediatel_\. Without an3 space-
travel is likely to turn you into at program is their promotion sys- second, then 1 thrusted aft and read a little bit more about some craft cooling aboard you arehappy extrovert? tern. so on and forth then 1 made a of these details like the baloney

(;rissom: Well, Chuck, it was Question: EitherGus or John. plane change... I ended up with sandwich and souvenirs and so going to o_erheat in it. 1 think
a very happy experience, it could If an Agena had been upthere, a plane chan_e of 10 It. per forth in the forth coming issue of you have got tO ,gel your spacesuit off. l hal is just one of our
do it I believe, do you think you could have second. Life magazine'? operatitmalproblems.

Young: I think zero (i cotdd docked with it'? Young: 1 think a point of Grissom: I don't think so.
make an extrovert out of anyone. (;rissom: 1 think so. Our con- interest is that even though you Question: 1 would like to ask Question: (it.s, _c have a- reportthatone ... l)cbbieRey-

Question: I wonder if Gus trol system is very good, it is can barely hear and Gus claims Gun a questionldon't think any- nolds ,aanted to send you the
and John could evaluate the very tight, control is positive, we he can't heat- these thrusters one else can answer. You rode lace long johns from the picture
importance of a sell propulsion have excellent .control over the firing, in the dark you can see into space some time ago on a but that she settled for a lace
system, the OAMS system as four and one-half thrusters andl them. You can see the light from relatively small Redstone and
against extravehicular activity? think rendezvousing is certainly the thrusters. Any, thruster even on Tuesday you did it aboard scarf and sent it to ,_Otl. Ix this
If they had had their choice, possible, on the back. the aft thrusters this giant Titan. Can vou give us correct'?" Grissom: I received a lace
which would the},' have done Question: Did you carry any you can see the light from the a comparison? Can you really scarf. ] don't know _aho from.

first'? items such its souvenirs or firing so that you know you are sense the difference'?.., in seat- Question: ,&side from pegasus
(',rissom: Well, 1 think to me letters, other than routine with firing thrusters, of-the-pants flying'? and satellites, were you able to

the most important is the flying you and were there any surprises Grissom: ,As a matter of fact Grissom: I would say' that
the spacecraft and changing the waitina aboard the spacecraft the first time we went into the they were very simular, except make any visual observations ofcelestialbodies?Couldyoudes-
orbit and the guided reentry. I when you got aboard that morn- night side, I told John, look the Titan flight was alot longer, tribe then) if you were?
don't want to take anything ing? there is lightning, but it was one But the Redstone flight was very (;rissom: We sltw a night sky'
away from extravehicular ac- (;rissom; Yes. of my thrusters firing back smooth as I recall and we could just about as you see out here, lts
tivity because we are ,oing to do_ Question: Can you tell us behind us... a flash of light, hear booster noise and aero- a matter of fact" I think on a good
that tot). Do you have any' other about them'? Question: Could you give us dynamic noise the same its we
answer to that? anybody? (;rissom: No. any details on how' your reentry heard here. And I really don't dark night you can see morestars than we saw fron) the

Young: No. 1 think that it is Question: Did you see any- experiment w'orked? see a great deal of difference.
kind of like comparing apples thin_ in space, by that I mean Crissom: That was John's Question: It didn't seem like spacecraft."faun_:The first timc 1 looked
and oranges. It is two different any other spacecraft, your experiment ... riding a Cadillac alter riding a out the window I saw the
types of things. You can't take booster, or pegasus? Young: Well, the purpose of Volks? Southern ('russ, Alpha and Beta
away from the Russian feat. It Young: No. the experiment was to see ifthey Grissom: It was like riding a Centauri and the constellations
was a phenomonal feat, but still Grissom: No, we didn't see could detect any of our carrier Corvette. of the south. The next time I
technically manuevering in any other spacecraft and the one coming fromthe spacecraft when Question: Gus, you lost about looked out the windov, I saw
space is also phenomonah It is chance when we were close to this flow of liquid was released three pounds during ,,'our 15
really a step ahead, the booster, when we could have from the spacecraft when I minute flight in'61. Did you lose (C'o,tim_cd o, ,,nv'catt'ak, e)
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GT-3 Press Conference Question:Youmentionedanelectronic failure, could you

pinpoint that more exactly,
¢('ontimwd.l_om Pace 8: ices in there. So you see some please'?

float around early in the flight Grissom: Yes, we have-
Orion's Belt. ('apella and the and then it seems to disappear. John, you know the electric -x _ r
Northern sky, the Pleiades and Question: I was just wonder- system, talk about it.
the stars are .just as easy to see ing if you felt that you could Young: The instrument that
out there as they' are here. have operated still more scien- failed was a DC to DC con-

(;rissom: I think I saw what I tific experiments and approxi- verter, which supplies power to
am sure is a planet and probably mately what do you think is the our instruments primarily our
Venus on the first-before we limit of the astronaut activity in consumable quantity measuring
went in darkness the first time- this area? instruments and also the tei"e-
on the daylight sighting of the (;rissom: 1 think that our metry to the ground. We just _ "_ -

planet, flight pfim was plenty' bus.','; we switched to the other. We have ,,,_, =£,,,, . ,_ - .7--'2"_'_'_-:_'_"_._.
1Question: Did that debris fly- had all we could do, had all we the dual DC-DC converter and _ " - * _,_ [ .z..__.

in,, around you on separation needed to do and in fact, there we s,a, itch to the other converter. St

from the booster constitute a were times when 1 think that w'e (;rissom: The only thing this -,.,, _m,,,- ,:- - _ -...-,._: 7danger und at whut point in the were probably' too busy' and failure meant was that we _-- " -_-_'- _-'-_ "'_
flight did you ha,,e the greatest that we should have had .just a couldn't tell how much fuel we -"_b._ ,, _ , _ _ .,_-_ -
apprehension? little more time to look around had on board and how much COMING ABOARD--One of the GT-3 crew members is hoisted aboard a

Crissmn: I don't think the and evaluate what was going on. oxygen we had on board. It helicopter.Air Forceand Navy swimmerswere in the water with the Gemini
debris is a danger. It just floats Question: Two questions, didn't affect any of the systems spacecraft.
and drifts uround and disuppears You suid thal you put a hole in other than our ability to read out
in u few seconds. 1 don't know your face plale. Did you? what was there. After we

how to unswer your other ques- Crissum: Yes changed-the systems are com-
lion but I gtLess my pulse was Question: You didn't cut pletely duplicated- and after the
the highest just before retrofire yourself at all, did y'ou? change we had everything.
so maybe that is _ hut I ,aas most (;rissom: No cuts. Question: Gus, You said that
worried about. Question: The other thing is, your computer gave you the

(,rissom: Did the observation we are kind of confused from correct downrange reference on
of the c';huust plume from the looking at the unofiScial trans- the needles and I presume that
R(S thrusters ho_ long did it cript. I1 looked like you were would indicate that the com-
last roughly? What t_as it like? radioed instructions to bank left puter and the inertial platform
Wus it pretty dense und thick'. _ 45 and bank right 65-bank were working perfectly? Would

(,rissmn: 1 am sorry. I didn't right 55 and then 1 think you that indicate that the spacecraft
hear }our question'. _ told us that you _ere supposed didn't develop the proper amount

Question: Repeated to bank right 65. I wonder if}'ou of lift for the calculator, does
Ynun,-: It's .jtlst U rcguJur could clear this up. Mr. Kraft. that look like the likely reason?

rocket firing it billows out to Kraft: He got the right bank Grissom: It is certainly a
the side and is full of orange angles from the ground. The possibility but I feel that we
sparks. Nly guess is it may go thing l ,aas talking about _._aswe were getting some lift out of the
otit on the night side it appeared ,aere concerned that he may spacecraft because we had a4-O

to go Otll It) Of [4 feel of visual huge read us at 55 degrees in- reentry. If we had made a zero SPACECRAFT RECOVERY--The Gemini-3 spacecraft is hoisted aboard the

light. ()n the daylight side it's stead of 45 degrees which ,aould lift reentry 1 would have been aircraft carrier USS Intrepid after having completed three orbits of the
rarely noticeable, have accounted for the differ- pulling about 8-Gs coming in. so earth March 23. The spacecraft landed about 60 miles short of the air-

Question: Hm\ long did it encc in the landing point. 1 had to be getting some lift out craft carrier in the Atlantic Ocean near Grand Turk Island in the West
last'? Question: Gus. one o[" your of it. Indies.

(:rissom: ,-\'_ hmg a-, v_¢ x\ere predecessors. 1 believe it _us Question: Colonel Glenn re-
firing the thrtlMer. As soon as we Gordon Cooper, said he saw lois ported during his reentry proce- from the fabulous pictures they' better prepured for it. As far as
stopped firing the thruster it from space, automobiles, trucks dure that be felt like be was put out. and 1 am sure lots of the spacecraft working perfectly

,aent awaty immediately, and smoking chimneys. Whatdid being blow'n clear back to others. Do you have any good is concerned, I think this means
Question: (his. [ bclicxe thut you see when y'ou had good visi- Hau.aii. now four manned space ans',_.ers for that? that we are ready to go ahead

the flight plan suSs that the last bility und _\hat was the smallest flights later, you report a tre- Yonna: No and use it operationally as we
thing the conlmund pilot shall do object that y'ou were able to see mendous kick during reentry, is Dr. Seamans: I think \_e are had planned to do that this flight
is turn out the cabin light. Did from up there? anything being done to reduce pretty. proud of the hardv,'are _,e showed thatthesystemsworked.
you do it or is it still burning in Crissom: We really only had this physical distress? have. We are might}' proud of They' worked as we had ex-
Molly Brown? one clear area where it uas a (;rissom: 1 don't think it's a quite a few things _e are doing peeled them to u.ork. The boos-

(;rissom: I couldn't tell you populated area and this \_as in physical distress. It is very' in space. We are proud of the ter will do tbe .job that we had
right nm_. northern Mexico just above the pleasant to know that those manned flight and we are proud expected it to do and so now we

loune: -lhe cubin lights are Gulf of California and I could retrorockets are firing, and let's of all that we have accomplished can ,go aheud and use it as an
out. ('onlrary tO mnmal ship- tell it _as a popLdated area. but don't reduce them. in the last 48 hours. We are not operational vehicle.
buurd procedures the first guy at the time 1 was busy doing a Young: That's one of the most taking a backward position in
that lea_.es the Moll} Bro\_n tracking task. 1 _as trytrig to wonderful accelerations you will lelevision as you know yester- Question: You reported a
\,_hen it gets in the \_ater is the keep the little sight ,ae have on e',.er experience, day from the Ranger pictures, much softer landing or splash
('aptain. board on the city. to see if the We used the Tiros for v, eather dov_,n than you thought that you

(;rissom: I ust made you control s'ystem _as good enough Question: 1 wonder if you and the Syncom II for communi- _ould have. Could you have
('uptain as I got out. to track. I think that 1 could see both could tell us a little bit cations, Sy'ncom 111 during this landed it on the ground safely,

Question: Weulwayssccand streets down there in the city but more about your opinion about flight. We certainly think, as we do you think? And one other
hear so much about the cleanli- I ,aouldn't want to swear to it Soviet cosmonauts, especially indicated 48 hours ago that the question, did you bring back any
nessol'spacccraft-thesefelk_s right now. the flight of Sunrise ll last week. Russian people should be proud small sea urchins?
_alking around in smocks. Yntm_: We got some pictures Maybe there are two or three of their program. Weare mighty Grissnm: Well, from the in-
l_\.er.vlhing is handled perfectly of it and we'll blow them tip and things aboul which you will proud of our program and we are formation l have seen I don't
and }'el ouch lime \_e discuss well see if _e can see streets, acknowledge besides Mr. Gris- not going to take a back seat to think we would have wanted to
wcightlcssncss, reentry or retro- Question: Gus, you had an soln's admiration for the Soviet anybody. (Applause) land on the land. That would be
tiring_\e aretalking about debris, option of two different controls promotion system? Question: John. from the a pretty brutal shock in this posi-
(ould you explain that a little'? of your thrusters--the vuriable Grissom: 1 am sorry 1 didn't things you found out from this lion. As far as the sea urchins

Crissom: "/he debris I am thrust and the ftdl thrust. Which understand the question, crafl do you think you will be are concerned, 1 think the handle
talking about is the debris out- did }'ou use and why? Question: Once more, Could able to cut down the training broke on the experiment, 1 am
side the spacecraft. This is due Crissom: It depended on what you tell us please, y'our opinion time for future Gemini flights to not sure that it worked.
It) the p}ro devices we have that I _\as doing at the time. The about theachievementsofSoviet where the other flights won't Dr. Seamans: l might point
actually cut pieces of metal, cuts major portion of the orbit was Cosmonauts, especially about haxe 1o go through the year of out that if you do come back
the skin and so there is bound to spent in the horizon scan mode the achievement of Sunrise 11 training as you and John have over land, if you have to. y'ou
be little pieces flying around. We which keeps the spacecraft last week? [ wanted to sa*' lhat done or did you find enough on bail out.
just see this Muff and we kno,a aligned between zero pitch and maybe there are two or three this to make some recommenda- Question: Did you find that
that the function has taken minus ten degrees pitch and 1 things you will acknowledge tions on shorter times'? this flight suit was more corn-
place, have to control the yaw. For besides Mr. Grissom's admira- (;rissom: Well-I don't really' fortable than the flight suits you

Question: Nothing inside'? retrofire 1 used the rate corn- tion for the Soviet promotion know ho,a to answ'er that. We wore in the first flight that you
Crissom: There is some stuff" mand system which is the system? have been pretty hard pressed made, with the modifications

inside after all the spacecraft has tightest and probably the easiest Crissom: You can't take it for trainers all along and so the here was this more comfortable?
been under construction about system to fly at least for retrofire away from the Soviet perform- guy's will get as much as the}, can (;rissom: Yes, this suit was
two years. [ guess, right from und then for reentry I used ance. I certainly envy the large anytime. If you can be assigned somewhat different from the
the time the shell started andit's double authority direct which is spacecraft they have, their to a flight a year or two years in Mercury suit. It's more mobile
just impossible to get ull the dust again the one we felt was best to ability to get out. They sure advance, you are that much andquite a bit more comfortable.
out of the little cracks und crev- use for reentry, have a tremendous TV system better off-you get that much (Continued on Next Pa_,,e)
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Ranger 9 Sends Back Perfect Photos Of Lunar Surface
GT-3 Press Conference

Young: It's zero G that is
(Continuedfi'om Page 9) going to make the 14-day mis-

We have a neck ring that's mova- sion in Gemini possible.
ble so you can move your head Question: Will confined quar-
easier and better. We have wrist ters rule out the long mission?

rings which we had on later Young: I don't think so, not in
Mercury flights also. It is deft- zero G. It would be impossible
nitely a better suit. in one G, i think.

Youne,: It is also a very relia- Question: Is there still any
ble suit. It's the one which in a chance for using the paraglider

very similar model we plan to system on one of the latest
use for our extravehicular opera- flights and make a pinpoint land-
tions, ing?

Question: Realizing that Dr. Gilruth: The present plan
egress from the spacecraft is does not call for a paraglider in
not scheduled till, well actually this current Gemini program. I
not egress, but pressurization would like to say one thing about
and opening the hatch so far is paragliders though and that is

that the paraglider has beennot scheduled till GT-4, by any
chance was this sytem armed in demonstrated to be a practical
GT-3 or could it have been device, as you might know, it's
armed and egress attempted, been deployed many times suc-

(;rissom: 1 don't thi nk that cessfullyinto the full wing con- _-._'.._
egress is planned until probably figuration and brought into a .i

GT-5 for opening the hatch and manned landing. The last, 1 f.

gettingout.But,wellwewanta thinkNorth AmericanAviation ;q,' ,,_modification to the suit and 1 should get a lot of credit for _L_':'_ _,P '

think maybe there's more train- having taken this quite difficult _
ing involved and it is certainly hardware development program _.1,¢'_
possible all we had to do was un- and bringing it to a point where
latch the hatch. We would sure it can be used, if not in Gemini, ': 7

like to make sure that w,e could in future programs, where we 7' I - "_;}.
get it closed again. There's some want to make horizontal land- LAST PHOTOS TAKEN--Television ':" I , _¢'_
morew'orkweneedtodointhis ingsina controlledway. ,¢,

area. Question: I'd like to ask- pictures taken by Ranger g prior to , .¢ ]:,_Dr. Seamans: l.ike all parts of was there any attempt to move impact on March 24, 1965 at 06
the program, we are not going about in the spacecraft. 1 know' 08 20 PSI. View with shadows to

ahead till we fully test it for that y'ou can't move about very' left. North is at top. Lost three P I ' ='ti
particular operation and we are much, but to move in any way' frames. Camera P 1. Time: Frame "._ q¢ ',

now testing in vacuum ch:Jnlbers out of your ordinary control No. 3--0.453 seconds before ira- • ";* ""i_
this particularoperation, movements or isometric exer- pact. Spacecraft altitude above •--nllQuestion: Do you feel that cises for this-- Moon three-fourths of a mile. ¢_{,
the flight will enable you to Grissom: Well,John is all over Dimensions "160 fl by 125 ft for
accelerate any of the experi- the spacecraft. He has to get the last P 1. Ranger 9 impacted in the
ments planned for the later -he does all the work on board circle on edge of t-wenty five foot
Gemini flights to sort of pick up -and he stows the drogue pins, crater near upper margin. The
the program in speed and move w'hich is quite a difficult job. He smallest visible crater is 2V2 fl
some of the experiments for- gets completely loose from his across.
ward with the earlier flights seat-unfastens his seat belt, tared by the ground-the only
rather than the later ones, unfastens the shoulder harness, things that were monitored were

Crissom: Well, 1 can't answer and turns around, gets into the what we transmitted to the i
that queslion, aft food boxes, stows our safety' ground. Most of our conversa-

Dr. Ci]ruth: I think this ques- pins in the seat and moves tions on board were recorded but
tion was answered pretty well by around a great deal. not all of them. We have the
Chuck Mathews at the press Young: It's very difficult in capability of turning the re- 4 .-._
conference right after the flight, one G but it's a piece of cake in corder on and off as we please.
Wearegoingto doallwecanto zeroG. Question: Will youanswer ,
cover these milestones as fast as Question: Major, 1 under- the other half of that question,
we can. 1 don't think any of us sland you didn't have any food will these tapes be released?
can give a complete answer to other than a baloney sandwich Scheer: I'm sure in the final
this right now till we get the in space, is that right'? flight report, that the tapes ,,,,'ill
tapes amdyzed and look through (;rissom: 1 tried some of probably be released. They
the ,x.hole picture. We.just can't John's applesauce, have been in the past, in all the
give you a complete answer Question: Without going into Mercury flights.
now. We cerlainlydon't see any the clinical details, do you think Question: Do 1 understand

roadblocks to going righ! ahead the baloney sandwich contri- correctly on the reentry maneu- RANGER'SCAMERAA--The Ranger 9 spacecraft was launched March 21
with the program as phmned, buted to your sickness when you ver, that you employed the 45 from Cape Kennedy and reached its destination the day after the success-

Question: 1 wonder if Gus got on the ground'? degree left bank and then when full G$-3 mission. The above three photos were taken by Camera A. (Top
and John based on their pilot Crissom: No, I don't think so. you saw that your auitude-I Photo) Two minutes 50 seconds before impact, altltude 258 miles, 121 by
experience can tell us, since they I think that was just plain old mean, your crossrangc error was 109 miles area, Alphonsus fills right half of photo. (Center Photo) 38.8
have theonly operational experi- seasickness, eliminated by that.then you fie,a' seconds before impact, altitude 58 miles, 28 by 26 miles area, shows
ence in Gemini can tcll us. what Question: Gentlemen. there the remaining part of thereentry region of central peak of Alphonsus with rille running through its
is the longest Gemini flight that was a paucity of air-to-ground to null out the downrange error? shadow toward upper right. (Bottom Photo) 8.09 seconds before impact,

they can accomplish from a conversation throughout the Grissom: That's correct, altitude 12.2 miles, 5.8 by 5.3 miles area, shows large crater toward left
pilot's point of view and what flight and the written record full heads down maximum lift margin which is 1.6 miles across and is situated on shallow rille running
are the chief operational hazards attests to that. But this is the attitude? upward. A second rille near right margin is resolved as a string of chain
or problems the!,, see in such a first time that we got two men in Grissom: That's correct, craters.
long flight'? space and lhat's probably a good Question: I detect a certain

(;rissom: 1 think we can go reason why there is alimited air- difference of philosophy over could get a comment, principals and their families dc-
ahead and do our 14-daymission. ground activity. But your own the comfort and viabilityofal4- Grissom: The only thing I'd partfir_t. There is one announce-
John's anxious to do il, I'm not. conversations up in the air- day flight between you two like to do for two weeks is may- ment. -[he spacecraft `aill arrive
But I think the biggest problem were these monitored at all gentlemen. I wonder if both of be go skiing or something. Not at 7:15 at the skid strip in the
is going It) be a housekeeping times by the ground and, if not, you might comment on ,,'our just fly. But I certainly' think it's morning, to go to the ('ryogenics
problem of keeping track of did you have the conversations particular views. John seems to possible to go for 14 days. Facility at Merritt Island.
everylhing you have on board, completely taped-and, for the be very pleased with zero G and Young: I think it'd be an There'll be a bus leaving the
the spare parts, empty bags and information people, will that considers it even an advantage interesting challenge. I'd like to press center here at 11 a.m.,for
pieces floating around-this is conversation be released? for the operational capability for tackle it. anyone _vho'd like to vie`a the
going to be a housekeeping Grissom: No. our conversa- the flight and Gussaid he doesn't Seheer: 1 think we'll try to spacecraft. Thank you very
problem, as much as anything, tions in the air weren't moni- like the idea at all. l wonder if I wind this up, if you'll let the much.
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EAA Sponsors Skating Party Bridge Club St. Louis Employee Gets Award
Completes Series,
To Begin Another

The first MSC Duplicate
Bridge Club series, which ended
with the March 9 game, was a
close contest, with Charlie
Brown finishing in first place and
his wife, Eugenia, coming in a
close second.

A trophy plus 1.75 master
points was presented to the
winner. The next series com-

mences with the May 11 rating
ICE SKATING PARTY--The Employees Activities Association ice skating point game and will include the
party March 14, attracted an enthusiastic bunch of youngsters for an May 18, 25, June 8, 22 and 29
afternoon of fun. The EAA will be holding other events during the year games.
for children of MSC employees. The next championship event

of the club will be the Men's and

MSC Spring Art Exhibit Women's PairsonApril20, withappropriate trophies and Master

Scheduled For April 12-18 Points to be awarded to the win-ners. SERVICE AWARD--George R. Middleton (left), NASA Inspection, Quality

Final arrangements have been the Building 1 Auditorium from Results of the March 9 rating Assuranceand Reliability Office, St. Louis,Mo., was recently presented a
made for the Spring Art Exhibit 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily and w.ill point game: North-South, 15-year service award by W. H. Gray, NASA resident manager, Me-
at the Manned Spacecraft Center be open to employees and their Louise Tinner and Howard Donnell Aircraft Corporation in St. Louis.
with exhibit days scheduled for spouses. The public will be in- Ares, first: Gil Conforti and Art
April 12 through April 18. vited to view the exhibit from 1 Manson, second. East-West,

The exhibit ,,,'ill be held in to5 p.m..Sunday. April 8. Ray Lynch and K. M. Brown. MSC BOWLING ROUNDUP

Copies of enqy blanks and frst: Richard Reid and Charlie
regulations may be obtained Brown, second. MSC MIXED LEAGUE Hot Shots 42 54Standings as of March 22 Alley Gators 33 63

Softball Season from Eugene H. Brock, Build- TEAM[ WON LOST High Game: W. Kutalek 244,
ing 12, or interested parties may MSC Music Lovers Celestials 721/2 271/z T. Hutchens 232, J. McDowell

Opens This Month, cal Ext4788forinformation. Invited To Join Virginians 62 38 230.
Teams Needed Entry blanks will be sent to

those who have already sub- Houston Civic Group Alley Cats 591/2 401/2 High Series: H. Erickson 595,Play Mates 51 49 E.R. Walker 591, T. Hutchens
The softball season here at mitted their names. Music lovers at the Manned Gutter Nuts 491/2 501/2 590.

the Manned Spacecraft (;enter All MSC employees and Spacecraft Center are being Chugg-a-Luggs 481/2 51V2 High Team Game: Computers
is scheduled to open the middle spouses are urged to enter art extended an invitation to be- Dusters 48 52 880, Suppliers 865, Foul Five
of April and plans cull for a work in this non-jury show. come members of the Houston Falcons 461/2 531/2 862.
"'slow pitch" and a "'regular" Civic Music Association. Hawks 461/2 531/2 High Team Series: Suppliers
league. Toastmasters The Association has brought Shakers 45 55 2473, Foul Five 2341, Corn-

Teams desiring to enter either a varied and consistently good Eight Balls 44 56 puters 2321.

league are requested tu contact TO Install Officers program to its members at a Goofballs 31 69
I)ave Mullin, F_t. 4521, no nominal cost for the past 19 High Game Women: Barnes MS( COUPLES LEAGUE
later than April 9. At April 7 Meeting years. Memberships are $7.50225, Smith 192, Gassett 179. Standings as of March 23

There are presently openings
for eight teams in the slow pitch An installation of officers of for adults and $4 for any full High Game Men: McDonald TEAM WON LOST
league and for 12 teams in the the Manned Spacecraft Center time student. Six performances 245, Morris 230, Schmidt, Schplitz 27 13
regular league. The cost to each Toastmasters Club will be held are tobe held between the period Zwolinski,Sargent, Morgan 221. Wha' Hoppen? 26 14
team will be approximateb/ $25 at the regular April 7 meeting of October through April. _High -Series Women: Barnes EZ-GO 25 15. A non-profitgroup,the asso- 575, Gassett 474, Morris 466. Bltzf 22 18
to enter lhe league, the group.

When the league is filled, a The officers were elected at clarion depends entirely on High Series Men: Kelly 588, Goofballs 21 19
meeting for all team captains the March 17 meeting of the volunteer help in distributing its Sargent 580, Spivey 574. Alley Cats 20V2 191/2
will be announced to discuss Toastmasters. Elected were: memberships. The only time High Team Game: Celestials Pin Splitters 20 20

rules of play. play-offs, sched- General Russell F. Guski, presi- memberships are available is 854, Virginians 840, Eight Balls, Bowlernauts 19 21
uling, etc. dent: Marvin Matthews, educa- during the current drive which Shakers, 823. The Crickets 16 24

tional vice president: Ernest A. ends soon, and then only to the High Team Series: Celestials Sandbaggers 15 25

SCUBA Divers GiUam, administrative vice extent that previous members 2399, Eight Balls 2321, Chugg- Hi-Ho's 141/2 251/2president: Alan F. Doyle, secre- have not renewed, a-Luggs, 2286. The Thinkers 14 26
tary: RichardJ. Crane, treasurer: Performances are held in the High Game Women: J. Foster

Make Lake Dive, and Charles Row', sergeant-at- Houston Music Hall. Interested NASA MIXED LEAGUE "_98 K. Gentile "_'_4

Plan Gulf Outing arms. persons may contact any of White Sands Operations High Game Men: J. Gating
Meetings of the club are held these people here at MSC: Standings as of March 18 246, D. Kennedy 244.

Eight diving members of the the first and third Wednesday of Grace Winn Ext. 3366, Marvin TEAM WON LOST High Series Women:J. Foster
Lunarfins club here at the each month and any MSC peg- Matthews Ext. 3121, Mervin Goofballs 32V2 111/2 564, W. Townsend 510.
Manned Spacecraft Center, pie interested in Toastmasters Hughes Ext. 3761, Matthew Roadrunners 32 12 High Series Men: J. Caring
made a weekend trip to Spring should contact one of the above Radnovsky Ext. 4358, Don Pinbusters 22a/2 21V2 642, B. Jones 628.
l_ake at San Marcos, Tex. the officers for more information. Fig W Ext. 7331, Fred Toole Misfits 22 22
middle of last month. Ext. 2641, or Dick Wieland Woodbusters 21 23 MIMOSA MEN'S LEAGUE

The)' reported that skin and
SCUBAd vingcond tionswere Two MSC Ladies 3021 Bad Guys 20 24 Standings as of March 18Good Guys 15V2 281/2 TEAM WON LOST

exce[lenl with 50 feel visibility jand a water temperature of 71" oin Ellington Stamp Collectors Club ScatterpinSHighGame: J. Winn131/2243,30V2B.WhirlwindsR°adrunners 2220 20

degrees. An abundance of plant Toastmistresses To Be Formed Here Tiller 224, T. Matuszewski 223. Technics 20 2
growth and tish provided in- Stamp collectors or those High Series: B. Tiller 626, B. Fabricators 81/2 31/2
teresting and very beautiful The Ellington Toastmistress interested in learning about Colston 596, T. Matuszewski Spastics 5 7
underwater scenery for members Club has gained two more stamp collecting are invited to 561. Alley Oops 4_12 71/2
taking photographs. Families of members from the ranks of the contact Harry Kline at Ext. High Team Game: Roadrun- Sizzlers 4 8
the members also had an enjoy- ladies at the Manned Spacecraft 3477. Hers 863, Goofballs 796, Pin- Green Giants 4 8
able time _atching the ('enter. Kline is servingas initialcon- busters 763. Fireballs 4 18
"'Aquarena'" underwater sho_ Bubbie Wright, also of MSC, tact for those who would be High Team Series: Road- Pseudonauts 8 24
and taking the glass bottom boat and ','ice president of the group, interested in forming a Stamp runners 2386, Goofballs 2335, High Game: Grimwood 244,
excursions, inducted the ne,a. members into Club or Philatelic Society at the Misfits 2276. Petersen 244, Amason 233.

The next club dive will be a the club at the March 7 meeting. Manned Spacecraft Center. High Series: Lee 645, Morgan
trip totheoil rigs inthe Gulf of The new members were Mildred NASA50"CLOCKMONDAY 629, McBride 587.
Mexico on the 75-foot boat Rogers and Marilyn Morehouse. Officers Open Mess. Standings as of March 22 High TeamGame:Fabricators
"Gulf Breeze," April I I, The The Toastmistress club is Ladies at MSC interested in TEAM WON LOST 990, Alley Oops 975, Spastics
boat will leave seabrook at mid- composed of MSC and Ellington attending a Toastmistress meet- Suppliers 61 35 908.
night v, ith sleeping provisions AFB ladies, and meets at 5:30 ing may contact Virginia Foul Five 57 39 High Team Series: R0adrun-
for 14 and will return Sunday p.m.,thefirstandthirdTuesdays Thompson at Ext. 5461, or Computers 54 42 ners 2681, Fabricators 2641,
evening, of each month at the EAFB Silvie Kelarek at Ext. 3961. Sombreros 43 53 Spastics 2585.
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AFGE Meetings Scheduled
The American Federation of Government Employees will meet

individually with interested employees during the week of April 4
to discuss membership in AFGE.

Representatives of AFGE will be available in the cafeterias,
Clear Lake site and Ellington AFB, during lunch periods, and after
working hours at the Webster State Bank, Webster, to discuss
membership with interested employees.

All employees have the right to participate or refrain from
participating in accordance with the following schedule:

April 5-7- 11:00 thru 1:00, Cafeteria, Clear Lake Site, Bldg. 3
April 8-9- I 1:00 thru 1:00, Cafeteria, Ellington AFB, Bldg. 367
April 5-9-4:45 thru 6:00, Webster State Bank, Webster

THIRTEENTH RECIPIENT--Dr. Robert R. Gilruth (left) receives the 1964 Spirit of St. Louis Medal from S. K.

Hoffman, president of Rocketdyne. The presentation was made at a luncheon, Tuesday March 9, of the American

"_,._, Society of Mechanical Engineers in Los Angeles, Calif. Established in 1929 by citizens of St. Louis in honor of

Charles A. Lindbergh, this award is given at approximately three-year periods "for meritorius se_ice in the

advancement of aeronautics." Dr. Gilruth was the 13th person to receive the award. Past recipients have in-

cluded Daniel Guggenheim, Will Rogers, Maj. James H. Doollttle John Knudsen Northrop, George W. Lewis,
and Hoffman was presented the award in 1961.!

GRISSOM FAMILY--The Grissom family are shown together March 25

after GT-3 Astronaut Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom returned to Cape Kennedy

from the recovery ship USS Intrepid. Grissom's sons (I. to r.) Scott and Mark,
and his wife Betty flew to the Cape to be with the Gemini astronaut.

YOUNG FAMILY--GT-3 Astronaut John W. Young is shown with his wife POST-FLIGHT MEDICAL CHECK--Following their arrival at Cape Kennedy, Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom

and children after his return to Cape Kennedy, March 25, from the and John W. Young went directly to the Gemini medical facility at Cape Kennedy (Bio-Astronautics Support

recovery ship USS Intrepid. Young's wife and children flew to the Cape Unit--BASU) to undergo a four-hour physical examination similar to the one they took several days before
from Houston. Shown (I. to r.) are Young's daughter Sandra, son John, launch. Here Grissom and Young usea world map to show the examining physicians some of the aspects of the
and wife Barbara. flight before the physical got underway. The Manned Spacecraft Center Physicians are (left center, moving

clockwise) Dr. Charles Berry, chief, Center Medical Programs; Dr. Gordon Benson, Dr. Eugene F. Tubbs, Dr.

LJ'_ John F. Ziegleschmid, and Dr. Howard Minners.

!.All
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OFFLOADING OF THE GEMINI-3 SPACECRAFT--Navy crewmen from the ARRIVAL AT SKID STRIP--The GT-3 crew, Astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom and John W. Young are shown as

USS Intrepid are shown as they offloaded the Gemini spacecraft March 25 they were greeted by their parents, National Aeronautics and Space Administration officials and news media

at the Newport Navy Base near Jacksonville, Fla. The spacecraft systems representatives, on arrival at the Cape Kennedy skid strip. The two astronauts were flown by the Navy from the
were deactivated at the base and the craft was airlifted to Cape Kennedy. recovery ship USS Intrepid on March 25.


